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Survey: Current Priorities and Challenges for Asset Managers  
The Hedge Fund Law Report – 24 Sep 2020 
...Trust’s insights. It explores how asset managers can use technology and outsourcing to control costs; assist 
with risk management and compliance; and facilitate expansion. This article explores... 
 

Who is using outsourced trading? 
Best Execution – 24 September 2020 
… study by analyst firm Capco has outlined the drivers, pros and cons for buy-side outsourced trading, yet Capco 

was unable to say how much outsourced trading is happening today.   
 

Outsourcing is accelerating through the pandemic, says Northern Trust 
The Trade News - 23 Sep 2020  
...improved governance and operational resilience.”   Northern Trust’s research also compares outsourced trading to 
software-as-a-service stating: “instead of carrying the cost and complexity...  
NORTHERN TRUST – story covered by multiple publications – they’ve obviously got the PR machine running in 
top gear. Have included a small selection here.  
 

Buy-Side Outsourcing Accelerates Through Pandemic 
Markets Media - 23 Sep 2020 
...hopefully, improves it whilst adding resiliency.” Northern Trust’s white paper compares outsourced trading to 
software-as-a-service stating: “instead of carrying the cost and complexity of... 
NORTHERN TRUST 
 

Rising number of managers outsource middle and front office functions as pandemic 
prompts review of operations, finds white paper  
Institutional Asset Manager - 23 Sep 2020 
...hopefully, improves it whilst adding resiliency.” Northern Trust’s white paper compares outsourced trading to 
software-as-a-service, stating: “Instead of carrying the cost and complexity of… 
NORTHERN TRUST 

 
COVID-19 pandemic is pushing Switzerland to further accelerate towards 
digitalisation and innovation 
Asset Servicing Times - 21 Sep 2020 
...see increased interest in asset managers working with their asset servicers to outsource certain functions to 
help drive efficient growth and strengthen key processes. For example, our survey... 
Interview with NORTHERN TRUST 

 
StoneX Expands Prime Brokerage Business with Outsourced Platform  
Finance Magnates - 21 Sep 2020   
… unveiled a new outsourced platform that combines the full scope of its execution services into a one-stop-shop 
resource for asset managers…  

Fund managers alarmed over EU push to lure London jobs  
Financial Times - 20 Sep 2020 
...by a recommendation by Europe’s top markets regulator to overhaul the outsourcing model that is relied upon 
by global investment groups. They fear the European Securities and Markets Authority... 
 

State Street appoints new Charles River CEO in leadership overhaul  
The Trade News – 24 Sep 2020 
...to manage State Street AlphaSM Services, combining its data management and middle-office outsourcing 
services.  Taggart previously held several senior roles at State Street, including head... 
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